Let M = ⊗ n∈Z M (n) (C) be the two sided infinite tensor product C * -algebra of d dimensional matrices M (n) (C) = M d (C) over the field of complex numbers C. Let ω be a translation invariant state of M. In this paper, we have proved that the mean entropy s(ω) and Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy h CS (M, θ, ω) of ω are equal. Furthermore, the mean entropy s(ω) is equal to the Kolmogorov-Sinai dynamical entropy h KS (Dω, θ, ω) of ω when the state ω is restricted to a suitable translation invariant maximal abelian C * sub-algebra Dω of M. We have also proved that the mean entropy s(ω) is a complete invariant for certain classes of translation invariant states of M. In this paper, we have formulated a classification problem for translation invariant states of the two sided quantum spin chain. Our prime motivation is to understand the properties of translation invariant factor and pure states that appear naturally as temperature and ground states respectively of a quantum mechanical Hamiltonian [BRII,Sim]. Though, in spirit our results are similar to the results in classical ergodic theory, our techniques and motivations are quite different. Before specializing in two sided quantum spin chain, we will recall briefly some standard terminologies and notations used in the theory of operator algebras [Sak, BRI,Ta2].
Introduction
Any stationary Markov chain gives a translation invariant Markov state on a two sided classical spin chain. One celebrated result in ergodic theory states that two translation invariant Markov states with positive Kolmogorov-Sinai dynamical [CFS] entropies are isomorphic [Or1] if and only if their dynamical entropies are equal. The set of translation invariant Markov states is a closed subset of all translation invariant states of the two sided classical spin chain. Though the set of ergodic states is dense in the set of two sided translation invariant states, all ergodic states need not be Markov states. In other words, all symbolic dynamics are not associated with stationary Markov chains [Or2].
This classification program was primarily formulated [CFS] with a motivation to classify the symbolic dynamics [Si] associated with automorphic systems of classical Hamiltonian dynamics with Kolmogorov property. A complete classification of automorphic systems remains incomplete in the most general mathematical set up of classical dynamical systems. Nevertheless, these results have found profound use in classical ergodic theory in special situations of paramount importance and remain an active area of research over the last few decades due to its diverse applications in other areas of mathematics [CFS] .
In this paper, we have formulated a classification problem for translation invariant states of the two sided quantum spin chain. Our prime motivation is to understand the properties of translation invariant factor and pure states that appear naturally as temperature and ground states respectively of a quantum mechanical Hamiltonian [BRII,Sim] . Though, in spirit our results are similar to the results in classical ergodic theory, our techniques and motivations are quite different. Before specializing in two sided quantum spin chain, we will recall briefly some standard terminologies and notations used in the theory of operator algebras [Sak, BRI, Ta2] .
We will also recall the classical situation of our present problem in some details in the following text and compare with its quantum counter part.
Let B be a C * -algebra over the field of complex numbers C. A linear functional ω : B → C is called a state on B if it is positive i.e. ω(x * x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ B and unital i.e. ω(I) = 1, where I is the unit element of B. The convex set B * +,1 of states on B is compact in weak * topology of the dual Banach space B * of B. A state ω of B is called pure if the state can not be expressed as a convex combination of two different states i.e. if ω is an extremal element in B * +,1 .
Let B 1 , B 2 be two unital C * -algebras [BRI, Ta2] over the field of complex numbers C. A unital linear map π : B 1 → B 2 is called homomorphism if (1) π(x) * = π(x * ) and π(xy) = π(x)π(y)
for all x, y ∈ B 1 . An injective homomorphism β : B 1 → B 2 is called endomorphism.
For an unital C * algebra B, a linear bijective map θ : B → B is called automorphism if the map is a homomorphism.
For an unital C * algebra B, a state ω of B is called invariant for an automorphism θ : B → B if ω = ωθ. A triplet (B, θ, ω) is called a unital C * -dynamical system if B is a unital C * -algebra and θ : B → B is an automorphism preserving a state ω of B. For a given automorphism θ on a unital C * -algebra B, the set of invariant states S θ = {ω ∈ B * +,1 : ω = ωθ} of θ is a non empty compact set in the weak * topology of the dual Banach space B
* . An extremal element in the convex set S θ is called ergodic state for θ. An invariant state ω of θ is ergodic if and only if (2) 1 2n + 1 −n≤k≤n ω(yθ k (x)z) → ω(yz)ω(x)
as n → ∞ for all x, y, z ∈ B.
Let (H ω , π ω , ζ ω ) be the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) space associated with a state ω of B, where π ω : B → B(H ω ) is a * -representation of B and ζ ω is the cyclic vector for π(A) in H ω such that
′ be the commutant of π ω (B) i.e. π ω (B) ′ = {x ∈ B(H ω ) : xy = yx, ∀y ∈ π ω (B)} and π ω (B)
′′ be the double commutant of π ω (B) i.e. π ω (B) ′′ = {x ∈ B(H ω ) : xy = yx ∀y ∈ π ω (B) ′ }. By a celebrated theorem of von-Neumann, π ω (B) ′′ is the weak * completion of π ω (B) in B(H ω ) and it admits a pre-dual Banach space. The pre-dual Banach space is often called normal functional on π ω (B)
′′ . A state ω of B is pure if and only if π ω (B) ′′ = B(H ω ), the algebra of all bounded operators on H ω .
Given a unital C * -dynamical system (B, θ, ω), we have a unitary operator S ω : H ω → H ω extending the following inner product preserving map (3)
S ω π ω (x)ζ ω = π ω (θ(x))ζ ω , x ∈ B
and an automorphism Θ ω : π ω (B) ′′ → π ω (B) ′′ , defined by (4) Θ ω (X) = S ω XS Furthermore, ω is ergodic for θ if and only if {f : S ω f = f, f ∈ H ω } = {zζ ω : z ∈ C} An invariant state ω for θ is called strongly mixing if (5) ω(xθ n (y)) → ω(x)ω(y)
as |n| → ∞ for all x, y ∈ B. A strongly mixing state is obviously ergodic, however the converse is false. A simple application of Riemann-Lebesgue lemma says that absolute continuous spectrum of S ω in the orthogonal complement of invariant vector in H ω of S ω is sufficient for strong mixing property [Pa] . It is not known yet, whether converse is true. In other words, no simple criteria on ω is known yet for strongly mixing.
In case, B is a unital commutative C * -algebra, then B is isomorphic to C(X), where C(X) is the algebra of complex valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. An automorphism θ on C(X) determines a unique one to one and onto continuous point map γ θ : X → X such that θ(f ) = f • γ θ , for all f ∈ C(X). A state ω on B ≡ C(X) is determined uniquely by a regular probability measure µ ω on X by ω(f ) = f dµ ω and its associated GNS space H ω = L 2 (X, µ ω ) with representation π ω (h)f = hf for all f ∈ C(X) with π ω (X) ′′ = L ∞ (X, F X , µ ω ), where F X is the Borel σ-field of X. Thus ergodic and strongly mixing properties introduced in the non commutative framework of C * algebras are in harmony with its classical counter parts and coincide once one restricts them to commutative C * -algebras.
Two unital C * -dynamical systems (B 1 , θ 1 , ω 1 ) and (B 2 , θ 2 , ω 2 ) are said to be isomorphic if there exists a C * automorphism β : B 1 → B 2 such that (6) θ 2 β = βθ 1 , ω 2 β = ω 1 on B 1 . It is clear that ergodic and strong mixing properties remain covariant with respect to the isomorphism. One of the central problem in classical ergodic theory is aimed to classify classical dynamical system of automorphisms upto the isomorphism. We replace automorphisms (θ k : k = 1, 2) by unital endomorphisms in these definitions to include more general C * -dynamical systems of * -endomorphisms.
′′ is a factor i.e. if the centre π ω (B)
′ is equal to {zπ ω (I) : z ∈ C}. An automorphism of B takes a factor state to another factor state. Apart from ergodic and strong mixing properties, factor property is also an invariant under the isomorphism of two dynamics. For a commutative C * -algebra B, the centre of π ω (B)
′′ is itself and thus ω is a factor state if and only if H ω is one dimensional. In other words, ω is a Dirac measure on a point of X, where B ≡ C(X). Such a state plays no interest in classical dynamical system since invariance property for the automorphism ensures that γ θ has a fixed point in X.
We introduce now one more invariant in the general mathematical set up of C * -dynamical systems. For a family of C * sub-algebras (B i : i ∈ I) of B, we use the notation ∨ i∈I B i for the C * algebra generated by the family (B i : i ∈ I). For a C * sub-algebra B 0 of B, we set B ′ 0 = {x ∈ B : xy = yx, ∀y ∈ B 0 } and B ′′ 0 = {x ∈ B : xy = yx, ∀y ∈ B ′ 0 }. A C * -dynamical system (B, θ, ω) is said to have Kolmogorov property if there exists a C * sub-algebra B 0 of B such that the following hold:
In short, such an element ω ∈ S θ (B) is called Kolmogorov state. When a fixed state ω ∈ S θ (B) and a C * -subalgebra B 0 are under consideration, we often omit the superscript ω and B 0 in the notation of F ω n] (B 0 ) and simply denote by F n] for each n ∈ Z.
The relations (a)-(c) are state independent. In particular, for any translation invariant state ω of B, properties (a) and (b) ensure that
as n ↓ −∞ in strong operator topology for some projection F −∞] ≥ |ζ ω ζ ω |. However, in general F −∞] need not be equal to |ζ ω ζ ω | even when (c) is true. Thus the property (d) is crucial to determine Kolmogorov property of the state ω. It is clear that Kolmogorov property is an invariant for the dynamics (B, θ, ω).
For a Kolmogorov state ω and any x, y ∈ B 0 , we also have
as n → −∞ once ω(x) = 0. Now we use the linear property of the map θ to prove strong mixing property (5) for all x, y ∈ B 0 . Going along the same line of the proof, we also verify (5) for all x, y ∈ θ −m (B 0 ), m ≥ 1. Since ∪ m≥1 θ −m (B 0 ) is norm dense in B, a standard density argument proves (5) for all x, y ∈ B. In other words, Kolmogorov states are strongly mixing. By the argument used above, for each x ∈ B we have (7) sup {y:||y||≤1} |ω(xθ
A C * dynamical system (B, θ, ω) is said to have backward Kolmogorov property if (B, θ −1 , ω) admits Kolmogorov property. Clearly the backward Kolmogorov property is also an invariant. A theorem of Rokhlin-Sinai [Pa] says that the Kolmogorov property for a classical dynamical systems is Kolmogorov if and only if its Kolmogorov-Sinai dynamical entropy is strictly positive. Since Kolmogorov-Sinai dynamical entropies are equal for (B, θ, ω) and (B, θ −1 , ω), Kolmogorov property in classical dynamics is a time-reversible invariant. However, in the non commutative framework, such a time-reversible property for a Kolmogorov state is not clear even though relations (a)-(c) hold for (B, θ −1 , ω) with θ and B ′ 0 replacing θ −1 and B 0 respectively.
Let I be a a subspace of a C * -algebra B. It is called an ideal or a two sided ideal of B if (a) I is closed under conjugation i.e. x * ∈ I if x ∈ I; (b) xy, yx ∈ I for all x ∈ I and y ∈ B.
A C * algebra B is called simple if B has no proper ideal i.e. other then B or {0}.
For a simple C * algebra B, any non trivial * -homomorphism β : B → B is injective since the null space N = {x ∈ B 1 : β(x) = 0} is a two sided ideal. Thus x → ||β(x)|| is a C * norm on B. Since C * norm is unique on a C * algebra with a given involution by Gelfand spectral theorem [BRI], we get ||β(x)|| = ||x|| for all x ∈ B. In particular, a homomorphism β : B → B is an automorphism for a simple C * algebra B if the homomorphism β is onto.
In this paper, we will investigate this abstract notion of Kolmogorov property in more details in the context of one lattice dimension two sided quantum spin chains studied in a series of papers [Mo1], [Mo2] and [Mo3] . We also find its relation with the well known Kolmogorov property in classical dynamical systems [Pa] .
In the following, we describe C * algebraic set up valid for quantum spin chain [BRII,Ru] and find its relation to classical spin chain [Pa] 
, where Q appears in the n-th component in the tensor product and I d is the identity matrix of M d (C). Given a subset Λ of Z, M Λ is defined to be the C * -sub-algebra of M generated by elements Q (n) with Q ∈ M d (C), n ∈ Λ. The C * M being the inductive limit of increasing matrix algebras, it is a simple C * -algebra [ChE] , [SS] .
We also set
where |Λ| is the cardinality of Λ. An automorphism β on M is called local if
. We also will use simplified notations
We say a state ω of M is translation invariant if ωθ = ω on M. In this paper, we are interested to deal with C * dynamical systems (M, θ, ω) and its isomorphism problem. Most results have natural generalisation to higher lattice dimensions. We will get back to this point an the end of last section.
We begin with a simple technical result proved at the end of section 2.
For a translation invariant state ω on M and the GNS space (H ω , π ω , ζ ω ) of (M, ω), we set a sequence of increasing projections
For a given C * -dynamical system (M, θ, ω) with Kolmogorov property, Proposition 1.1 says that there exists an isomorphic C * -dynamical system (M, θ, ω ′ ) with Kolmogorov property, where ω ′ = ωα for an automorphism α on M commuting with θ and Thus without loss of generality while dealing with the equivalent classes of C * -dynamical systems of (M, θ, ω), we may say now onwards that
The argument that we have used to prove strongly mixing property of Kolmogorov states, as well gives a proof for factor property of Kolmogorov states ω by Theorem 2.5 in [Pow] .
Simplest example of a Kolmogorov state is given by any infinite tensor product state ( in particular, the unique normalized trace ω 0 = ⊗ n∈Z tr
In such a case, we have
. This clearly shows ω is Kolmogorov. In particular, any two such tensor product states need not give isomorphic dynamics since the class of states includes both pure and non pure factor states. Thus for isomorphism problem, we need to deal with the class of Kolmogorov states with some additional invariants. In this paper, our analysis aims to deal with isomorphism problem for the classes of translation invariant Kolmogorov states with additional properties. At this point, we warn attentive readers that a different notion of Kolmogorov dynamics is also studied in [NS] .
We also set a family of increasing projections
for all n ∈ Z. The inequality (10) is strict if ω is a non pure factor state [Mo2] .
By a theorem in [Mo2], a translation invariant pure state ω of M admits Haag duality property i.e.
it is a non trivial fact that the equality (11) holds for a translation invariant factor state ω if and only if the state ω is pure. In such a case, for each n ∈ Z, we have F n] = E n] . Thus a translation invariant pure state ω admits Kolmogorov property if and only if E
, isomorphic dynamics of (M, θ, ω). Thus our definition of Kolmogorov property for a translation invariant state is an extension of Kolmogorov property for a translation invariant pure state studied in [Mo1] . However, for a pure ω, though
We have included an example of a pure state ω that fails to have the equality [OP,NS] in the last few decades to realise s(ω) as an invariant for the translation dynamics (M, θ, ω) i.e. whether s(ω) can be realized intrinsically as a dynamical entropy of (M, θ, ω) for a translation invariant state ω of M.
(b) Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy: h CS (ω) [CS,CNT,OP,Stø2, NS] which is a close candidate for such an invariant for the translation dynamics (M, θ, ω). It is known that 0 ≤ h CS (ω) ≤ s(ω). In case ω is a product state then it is known that h CS (ω) = s(ω). This result in particular shows that there is no automorphism
. It is also known that h CS (ω) = 0 if ω is pure. However, no translation invariant state ω of M is known in the literature for which h CS (ω) < s(ω). In the last section of this paper, one of our main results gives a proof for the equality h CS (ω) = s(ω) for any translation invariant state ω of M. In particular, one easy consequence of the result says now that s(ω) = 0 for any translation invariant pure state of M. This raises a valid question: does s(ω) = 0 implies purity of ω? We will show how this problem is related to classical problem of zero entropy of Kolmogorov-Sinai dynamical entropy and purity of the state of the classical spin chain. In particular, our analysis proves that the converse of the statement is false.
At this stage, we may raise few more non trivial questions:
(a) Does the mean entropy give a complete characterisation for the class of infinite tensor product states? In other words, does the equality in mean entropies of two infinite tensor product states give isomorphic translation dynamics of M?
If answer for (a) is yes, then we may raise a more general question on isomorphism problem for translation invariant factor states of M:
(b) Does the mean entropy give a complete characterisation for the class of translation invariant factor states? In other words, given a factor state ω ∈ S θ (M), do we have an automorphism α on M commuting with θ such that the translation invariant state ω • α is an infinite tensor product state of M?
Affirmative answers to both (a) and (b) in particular says that the mean entropy is a complete invariant for the class of factor states. In this paper, we include a positive answer to question (a) in Theorem 4.1 which proves that the mean entropy is a complete invariant of translation dynamics for the class of infinite tensor product faithful states. We also address the problem (b) under some additional restrictions on the class of factor states on M. In particular, we prove that two translation invariant pure states give isomorphic dynamics. As a simple consequence of this result, we prove that the mean entropy of a translation invariant pure state is zero. However, the converse statement is false. The closure of the closable operator S 0 : aζ → a * ζ, a ∈ M, S possesses a polar decomposition S = J ∆ 1/2 , where J is an anti-unitary and ∆ is a non-negative self-adjoint operator on H. Tomita's [BRI] theorem says that
We define the modular automorphism group σ = (σ t , t ∈ T) on M by
which satisfies the modular relation
for any two analytic elements a, b for the group of automorphisms (σ t ). A more useful modular relation used frequently in this paper is given by
(a * )ζ for an analytic element a for the automorphism group (σ t ). The anti-unitary operator J and the group of automorphism σ = (σ t , t ∈ R) are called Tomita's conjugate operator and modular automorphisms of the normal vector state ω ζ : x → ζ, xζ on M respectively.
A faithful normal state ω of M is called stationary for a group α = (α t : t ∈ R) of automorphisms on M if ω = ωα t for all t ∈ R. A stationary state ω β for (α t ) is called β-KMS state (β > 0) if there exists a function z → f a,b (z), analytic on the open strip 0 < Im(z) < β, bounded continuous on the closed strip 0 ≤ Im(z) ≤ β with boundary condition
for all a, b ∈ M. The faithful normal state ω ζ given by the cyclic and separating vector ζ is a 1 2 -KMS state for the modular automorphisms group σ = (σ t ). One celebrated theorem of M. Takesaki [Ta2] says that the converse statement is also true: If the normal state ω ζ given by cyclic and separating vector ζ is a 1 2 -KMS state for a group α = (α t ) of automorphisms on M then α t = σ t for all t ∈ R. In particular, if θ is an automorphism on M preserving ω then σ t θ = θσ t for all t ∈ R. Furthermore, KMS relation also says that the von-Neumann sub-algebra {a ∈ M : σ t (a) = a; t ∈ R} is equal to {a ∈ M : ω(ab) = ω(ba), b ∈ M} Let ζ ω1 and ζ ω2 be cyclic and separating unit vectors for standard von-Neumann algebras M 1 and M 2 acting on Hilbert spaces H ω1 and H ω2 respectively. Let τ : M 1 → M 2 be a normal unital completely positive map such that ω 2 τ = ω 1 . Then there exists a unique unital completely positive normal map τ
for all a ∈ M 1 and b ∈ M ′ 2 . For a proof, we refer to section 8 in the monograph [OP] or section 2 in [Mo1]. We set the dual unital completely positive mapτ :
for all b ∈ M 2 . In particular, we have ω 2 = ω 1τ .
If N = M 2 is a von-Neumann sub-algebra of M = M 1 with a faithful normal state ω(a) = ζ ω , aζ ω and i N : N → M is the inclusion map of N into M. Then the dual of i N with respect to ω, denoted by E ω : M → N is a norm one projection i.e. We start with an elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let B be a unital C * -algebra and τ : B → B be a unital completely positive map preserving a faithful state ω. Then the following holds: (a) B τ = {x ∈ B : τ (x) = x} and
A unital completely positive map E : B → B 0 with range equal to B 0 satisfying bi-module property
for all y, z ∈ B 0 and x ∈ B and ω be a faithful invariant state for E. Then for some
Proof. Though (a) is well known [OP], we include a proof in the following. The map τ being completely positive (2 positive is enough), we have Kadison inequality
for all x ∈ B and equality holds for an element x ∈ B if and only if τ (x * )τ (y) = τ (x * y) for all y ∈ B. This in particular shows that
We claim by the invariance property that ωτ = ω and faithfulness of ω and B τ ⊆ F τ . We choose x ∈ B τ and by Kadison inequality we have
by the invariance property and thus by faithfulness
This shows that B τ ⊆ F τ and B τ is an algebra by the polarization identity 4x
for any two elements x, y ∈ B as B τ is a * -closed linear vector subspace of B.
We have by the first part of the proof for (a), E(a
( by the first part of the argument used to prove (a) )
for all b ∈ B. So we have ω((E(a * ) − a * )b) = 0 for all b ∈ B and thus by faithful property of ω on B, we get E(a * ) = a * i.e. E(a) = a.
we have E(x) = x and thus F E ⊆ B E . Now by (a), we complete the proof for (c).
Let ω be a faithful state on a C * sub-algebra M and (H ω , π ω , ζ ω ) be the GNS representation of (M, ω) so that ω(x) = ζ ω , π ω (x)ζ ω for all x ∈ M. Thus the unit vector ζ ω ∈ H ω is cyclic and separating for von-Neumann algebra π ω (A) ′′ that is acting on the Hilbert space H ω . Let ∆ ω and J ω be the modular and conjugate operators on H ω respectively of ζ ω as described in (12). The modular automorphisms group σ ω = (σ
We are interested now to deal with faithful states
′′ is a von-Neumann sub-algebra of
′′ . In general, (σ ω t ) may not keep M ω,Λ invariant. However, for an infinite tensor product state ω ρ = ⊗ n∈Z ρ (n) with ρ (n) = ρ for all n ∈ Z, σ ωρ t preserves M ωρ,Λ . In such a case, E ωρ,Λ : M ωρ → M ωρ,Λ satisfy bi-module property (17) and furthermore, we have
for all x ∈ M, where E Λ = E ω0,Λ is the norm one projection from M onto D Λ with respect to the unique normalised trace ω 0 of M. One can write explicitly
and M Λ be the local C * algebra associated with a subset Λ of Z. Then there exists a norm one projection E Λ : M → M Λ preserving unique tracial state of M and E Λ commutes with the group of automorphisms {β g : g ∈ ⊗ k∈Z U d (C)}, where g = ⊗ n g n with all g n = I d except finitely many n ∈ Z.
Proof. There exists a unique completely positive map
for all x ∈ M and z ∈ M Λ . It follows trivially by a theorem of M. Takesaki [Ta1] since modular group being trivial preserves M Λ . For an indirect proof, we can use duality argument used in [AC] to describe E Λ as the KM S-dual map of the inclusion map
The modular group being trivial we get the simplified relation (19). That E Λ (z) = z for z ∈ M Λ is obvious by the faithful property of normalised trace. We may verify the bi-module property (17) directly: for all y, z ∈ M Λ and x ∈ M tr(zE Λ (x)y) = tr(yzE Λ (x)) = tr(yzx) = tr(zxy) = tr(E Λ (zx)y) This shows that E Λ (zx) = zE Λ (x) for all z ∈ M Λ and x ∈ M. By taking adjoint, we also get E Λ (xy) = E Λ (x)y for all y ∈ M Λ and x ∈ M. Thus we arrive at the bi-module relation (17).
We end this section with a proof of Proposition 1.1.
For a proof, let x be an element in the commutant of ∨ n∈Z M (n) . Let E 0 be the conditional expectation onto M 0 with respect to the normalized trace ω 0 on M. Then E 0 (x) ∈ M 0 and for any y ∈ M (0) we have
Now we may repeat the argument with elements y ∈ M (−1) to show that E 0 (x) ∈ θ −2 (M 0 ). Thus by mathematical induction we conclude that E 0 (x) ∈ n≤0 θ n (M 0 ). By our assumption (c), we get E 0 (x) is a scalar.
Let E n be the conditional expectation from M onto θ n (M 0 ) with respect to the unique normalized trace. Then by the same argument use above, we get E n (x) is a scalar. However, by (b), we have ||E n (x) − x|| → 0 as n → ∞. Thus we conclude that x is a scalar. This shows ∨ n∈Z M (n) = M once relations (a)-(c) in the statement of Proposition 1.1 hold.
We claim further that the linear map which extends the following map
The universal property of tensor products implies: as a vector space M is isomorphic to ⊗ n∈ZM (n) . That the map is also C * isomorphic, follows once we verify
, there is a unique C * norm determined by its cross norm [Pau] . For commuting self-adjoint elements (x n ), spectrum σ(x) of x = Π n∈Z x n is given by σ(x) = {Π n∈Z λ n : λ n ∈ σ(x n )}, where σ(x n ) is the spectrum of x n . Thus
So for the equality of norms in (21), we can use Gelfand theorem on spectral radius for a self-adjoint element x = Π n∈Z x n and then use C * property of the norms to verify the equality (21) for all x = Π n∈Z x n . Thus the C * algebra M is isomorphic to ⊗ n∈ZM (n) , where we recallM (n) are copies of M (0) .
This shows that there exists an automorphism α : M → M that commutes with θ taking M (n) toM (n) for each n ∈ Z. In particular, (M, θ, tr 0 ) is isomorphic to (⊗ n∈ZM (n) , θ, tr 0 ), where we used the same notations tr 0 for the unique normalized traces on M and ⊗ n∈ZM (n) respectively. Since Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy is an invariant for C * dynamical system and is equal to mean entropy for the unique normalised trace [CS], we getM (n) = M Remark 2.3. Proposition 1.1 says, for a nuclear C * algebra B with a normalised trace ω 0 , a C * -dynamical system (B, θ, ω) satisfying (a)-(c) with B 0 ⊂ B is isomorphic to (B,θ,ω) , whereθ is the translation dynamics on a two-sided infinite tensor product C * -algebraB = ⊗ n∈ZB (n) with an invariant stateω andB (n) , n ∈ Z are copies of a C * sub-algebra of B. In particular,ω 0 is also a trace onB. 
As a first step, we investigate some maximal abelian
In the following we use norm one projections E Λ : M → M Λ with respect to unique trace. We recall that E Λ commutes with {β g : g ∈ ⊗U d (C)} by Lemma 2.2.
e is a maximal abelian * -sub-algebra of M and D e ≡ C(Ω Z ), the algebra of continuous functions on
Then the following hold:
For the reverse inclusion, we fix any element x ∈ M ′ Λ and consider the elements E Λ1 (x) for Λ ⊆ Λ 1 so that Λ 1 Λ ′ is a finite subset of Z. For any unitary element u ∈ M Λ we have
For (b), we can repeat ideas of the proof of (a) with obvious modification. To prove the non trivial inclusion, we fix any element x ∈ M Λ D e and consider
Λ . This completes the proof of (b).
For non trivial inclusion D ′ e ⊆ D e , we fix an element x in the commutant of D e . Then we have
Λ is a maximal abelian sub-algebra of M Λ for |Λ| < ∞. Since ||x−E Λ (x)|| → 0 as Λ ↑ Z as van Hove limit, we conclude that x ∈ D e as D e is the norm closure of {D e Λ : Λ ⊂ Z}.
For (d), we have the following equalities:
(by Lemma 3.1 (b) ), where Λ ′ is the complementary set of Λ.
Furthermore, we claim also that
′ and consider the sequence of elements x n = E Λn (x), where Λ n is sequence of subsets containing Λ and Λ n ↑ Z as n → ∞. Then for all y ∈ D e Λn Λ ′ , we have
Let P be the collection of orthogonal projections in M i.e. P = {p ∈ M : p * = p, p 2 = p}. So P is a norm closed set and ω ρ (e 
An abelian sub-collection P 0 of projections is called maximal if there exists an abelian collection of projections P 1 containing P 0 then P 1 = P 0 . As a set P 0 is a closed subset of P. It is simple to verify that P 0 is maximal if and only if any projection commuting with elements in P 0 is an element itself in P 0 . It is less obvious that the norm closure of the linear span of P 0 i.e. S(P 0 ) is a maximal abelian C * -subalgebra of M. In the following proposition we prove a simple result first as a preparation for a little more deeper result that follows next.
Lemma 3.2. The set P e = {p ∈ D e : p * = p, p 2 = p} is a maximal abelian set of projections in M. Furthermore
Proof. Let q be a projection in M that commutes with all the element of P e . Then q also commutes with D e and D e being maximal abelian by Lemma 3.1 we get q ∈ D e . Thus q ∈ P e By Lemma 3.1 (c) D e ≡ C(Ω Z ) and so a projection p ∈ D e can be identified with an indicator function of a close set. The product topology on Ω Z being compact, any closed set is also compact. Thus any close set in Ω Z is a finite union of cylinder sets. So p ∈ M Λ for a finite subset Λ of Z depending only on p.
We use the following notions S 1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} and (
where D z is the diagonal unitary matrix ((δ i j z i )). We use notation β
z k is an automorphism on M and β commutes with θ if z k = z for all k ∈ Z. We use notation β z for ⊗β
., z) then we simply use β z which is consistent with our notation automorphism β z on O d . Note that β z = I on M for any z ∈ S 1 .
Lemma 3.3. Let β be an automorphism on M such that
Proof. We fix a finite subset Λ of Z. For any
′ by Lemma 3.1 (d). Furthermore, β being an automorphism and β −1 (x) = x for all x ∈ D e , we also have
In particular, we have
since β fixes all elements in D e . The last identity clearly shows that β(M Λ ) = M Λ . Since β fixes all elements in D e and so in particular all elements in D e Λ , we conclude that
z n on M by multiplicative property of β.
We arrive at the following hyper-rigidity property of maximal abelian C * subalgebra D e .
Corollary 3.4. If actions of two automorphisms α and β are equal on D e then
Proof. The automorphism β −1 α acts trivially on D e and thus by Lemma 3.3 we get the required result.
We are left to answer a crucial existence question on automorphisms, namely, given an auto-morphism β 0 : D e → D e , is there an auto-morphism β : M → M extending β 0 ? We begin with a lemma to that end.
Lemma 3.5. Let Q be a unital C * subalgebras of M such that θ(Q) = Q. Then
and ω 0 is the unique normalize trace on M.
Proof. We set
and
where R n = {k ∈ Z : k > n}.
We consider the set F R of sub-factors of M that contains Q R . The collection is non empty since M ∈ F R . The collection F R has a natural partial ordering induced by inclusion. For a maximal totally ordered sub-collection (F α ), we claim that F = α F α is also a factor. For a proof, let x be an element in the centre of F . Then for any y ∈ F α , xy = yx and so
This shows that E α (x) is an element in centre of F α and thus a scaler. Since ||x − E α (x)|| → as α → ∞, we conclude that x is a scaler. Thus by Zorn's lemma minimal element exists. We fix a minimal element say P R in F R and set
We also set a sequence of increasing C * algebras defined by
for n ≥ 1. We claim that
We need to show the non trivial inclusion P R ⊆ ∨ n≥1 M (n) P . We fix any x ∈ P R and consider the sequence x n = E Λn (x), where Λ n = {k ∈ Z : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. Since E Λ (P R ) = P R M Λ , we get x n ∈ P R M Λn ⊆ P R P ′ Rn , where we have used P Rn ⊆ M Rn and so
By our construction θ(P R ) is the minimal sub-factor that contains θ(Q R ). Since
, we have θ(P R ) ⊆ P R . Let P be the C * -inductive limit of P R → θR P R . So we have θ(P) = P with
where P (n) = θ n (P R ) θ n+1 (P R ) ′ and P (n) is a commuting family of C * sub-algebra of M with θ(P (n) ) = P (n+1) and Q (n) ⊆ P (n) , where
′ . So by our construction we have P (n) = θ n (P (0) ) and Q n = θ n (Q (0) ) for all n ∈ Z.
We will prove now that P is also a factor. To that end let x be an element on the centre P P ′ of P. Then E θ n (PR) (x) ∈ θ n (P R ) and xy = yx for all y ∈ θ n (P R ) since P ′ ⊆ θ n (P R ) ′ . By bi-module property, we get
Thus by factor property of θ n (P R ), we get E θ n (PR) (x) = ω 0 (x)I, i.e. is a scalar. Since ||x − E θ n (MR) (x)|| → 0 as n → −∞, we conclude x is also a scalar. Thus P is a factor. Furthermore, since P R ⊆ M R , we also have n≥1 θ n (P R ) = C Now we complete the proof that P ≡ ⊗ n∈Z P (n) by evoking the line of argument used in the proof of Proposition 1.1 to show that the map Π n∈Z x n → ⊗ n∈Zxn is an isomorphism, where i 0 : x 0 →x 0 is the isomorphism between P (0) and P
andx n = θ n (i 0 (θ −n (x n ))) for all x n ∈ P (n) .
We consider the C * dynamical system (P, θ, ω 0 ), where ω 0 is the unique normalize trace on M. The Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy of (P, θ, ω 0 ) is less then equal to the Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy of (M, θ, ω 0 ) as P ⊆ M. The ConnesStørmer dynamical entropy being an invariant of (P, θ, ω 0 ), is equal to the mean entropy i.e.
where S(ω 0 |P (0) ) and S(ω 0 |M (0) ) are the total entropies of the states ω 0 restricted to P (0) and M (0) respectively. Thus P (0) is isomorphic to a C * -sub algebra
The isomorphism map takes in particular Q to ⊗ n∈Z Q (n) where
Theorem 3.6. Let β 0 be an automorphism on D e commuting with θ then there exists an automorphism β on M that commutes with θ. If α is an another automorphism extending β 0 then βα
Proof. For each n ∈ Z, we consider the orthogonal projections
and the commutative C * algebra C 0 generated by elements
By Lemma 3.2 the family of projections (f
Furthermore, we find some local automorphism α Λ which acts trivially on
, Z * = {n ∈ Z, n = 0} for some k ∈ Z. By taking the commutant of the equality, we get
where we have used Lemma 3.
Thus we can find elements (f
We extend β on M loc by linearity and * -multiplicative property. Let β : M → M be the unique bounded extension of β : M loc → M. Thus β is a unital * -homomorphism.
Since β 0 θ = θβ 0 on D e , we verify for
Thus the map β, which is linear and * -multiplicative on M, in particular satisfies
We need to show β is an automorphism on M. The multiplicative property of β on M says that N = {z : β(z) = 0} is a two sided ideal of M. M being a simple [Pow,ChE,BR1], C * algebra N is either trivial null set or M. Since β(I) = I, we conclude that N is the trivial null space i.e. β is injective. In particular the map x → ||β(x)|| is a C * -norm on M where by * homomorphism property of β we verify that
for all x ∈ M. However, C * norm being unique on a * -algebra if it exists, we get ||β(x)|| = ||x|| for all x ∈ M.
Furthermore, the map β being norm preserving, β(M) is norm closed and thus a C * -sub algebra of M. Since βθ = θβ on M, we also have θ(β(M)) = β(θ(M)) = β(M). So the equality β(M) = M follows by Lemma 3.6 once we show that β(M) ′ = C.
Since β(D e ) = β 0 (D e ) = D e and D e is maximal abelian, an element x ∈ β(M) ′ is also in D e and thus x = β 0 (y) for some y ∈ D e . Now we verify the following simple equalities for all z ∈ M:
′ . Thus we have yz −zy = 0 for all z ∈ M Λ by the injective property of β. So we conclude that y is a scalar multiple of identity. This shows x = β 0 (y) is also a scalar multiple of the identity element of M i.e. β(M) ′ = C.
A complete isomorphism theorem for Bernoulli states of M
Let ω be a faithful state on the
Thus the unit vector ζ ω ∈ H ω is cyclic and separating for von-Neumann algebra
′′ that is acting on the Hilbert space H ω . Let ∆ ω and J ω be the modular and conjugate operators on H ω respectively of ζ ω as described in section 2. We recall, the modular automorphisms group σ ω = (σ
For a given faithful state ω of M, (σ 
The map ρ →ρ is one to one and onto between the set of density matrices in M d (C) and the set of states on M d (C), wherê
for all x ∈ M d (C). We define entropy for a density matrix ρ in M d (C) by
where ρ = 1≤i≤d λ i |e i e i | for some λ i ∈ [0, 1] with i λ i = 1. One alternative description of S(ρ) is given by a variational formula [OP] :
where infimum is taken over all possible orthonormal basis. Thus the variational expression for S(ρ) achieves its values for the basis e = (e i ) that makes ρ diagonal. 
Let β be an automorphism on M that extends β 0 : D e → D e and commutes with θ : M → M. Such an automorphism exists by Theorem 3.6. Now we consider the state ω = ω ρ β on M. The state ω is faithful and its modular automorphism group σ
′′ associated with the cyclic and separating vector ζ ω for π ω (M)
′′ satisfies the relation
′′ is the automorphism defined by extending the map
for all x ∈ M. For a proof, we can use uniqueness of the automorphisms group of ω satisfying 1 2 -KMS condition (14) [BR2].
Since automorphism β is an extension of automorphism β 0 of D e , the equation (24) says that σ ω t also preserves π ω (D e ) ′′ . Thus once again by a theorem of M. Takesaki [Ta2] , there exists a norm one projection
The rest of the proof are done in the follows elementary steps:
Proof. It is obvious that both the maps E e ω andβ −1 E e ωρβ are norm one projections satisfying bi-module property (17) from π ω (M)
′′ onto π ω (D e ) ′′ . Furthermore,
Thus by uniqueness of the norm project with respect to ω, we get the equality in (a).
Proof. For any automorphism β, ω 0 β is also a normalised trace and thus by the uniqueness of normalised trace, we get ω 0 β = ω 0 . Furthermore, β −1 E e ω0 β is also the norm one projection with respect to the unique normalised trace ω 0 and thus we get β −1 E e ω0 β = E e ω0 on M by the uniqueness of the norm one projection with respect to ω 0 . We now complete the proof of (b) by the covariant property (a) and (23) valid for ω ρ .
Let α p be the automorphism on M that extends linearly the map x = ⊗ n∈Z x n → ⊗ n∈Z x p(n) , where p is a permutation on Z that keeps all but finitely many points of Z unchanged.
We also define automorphismα p :
′′ by extending the map
for all x ∈ M to its weak * -closer. In particular, we have
(c) ωα p = ω for all permutation p on Z.
Proof. We verify the following equalities:
Proof. It follows from (c) once we use a quantum version of classical de Finetti theorem [Stø2], which says any translation invariant factor state with permutation symmetry is an infinite product state.
The state ω being an infinite product translation invariant state of M, we may write ω = ⊗ n∈Z ω (n) , where ω (n+1) = ω (n) for all n ∈ Z and ω (0) (x) = tr(xρ 0 ) for some density matrix ρ 0 in M d (C). The mean entropy being equal to CS dynamical entropy for any infinite product state, we get S(ρ 0 ) = S(ρ).
By our starting assumption ρ ′ is also diagonal with respect to the orthonormal basis e = (e i ). Thus ρ 0 = ρ ′ once we show ρ 0 is also diagonal in the basis e = (e i ).
(e) For a density matrix
if and only if ρ 0 = i λ i |e i e i | for some λ i ∈ [0, 1] i.e. ρ 0 admits a diagonal representation in the basis e = (e i ).
Proof. Let E 0 be the norm one projection from M d (C) on d dimensional diagonal matrices D d (C) with respect to the orthonormal basis e = (e i ). Then equality in (33) says S(ρ 0 ) = S(E 0 (ρ 0 )) asρ
for all x ∈ M d (C). We compute now the relative entropy [OP]
Thusρ 0 =ρ 0 E 0 i.e. ρ 0 = E 0 (ρ 0 ). This completes the proof for 'only if' part. 'If' part is trivial.
Thus we complete the proof by concluding thatρ 0 admits a diagonal representation in e = (e i ) and so ρ 0 = ρ ′ since they have equal values on |e i e i | for all
For more general faithful states ρ and ρ ′ ofM d (C) satisfying S(ρ) = S(ρ ′ ), we can find an element g ∈ SU d (C) such that ρ and ρ ′ β g are simultaneously diagonalizable with respect to an orthonormal basis (e i ). Since S(ρ ′ ) = S(gρ ′ g * ) and β g θ = θβ g for any g ∈ SU d (C), we can complete the proof by the first part of the argument. This completes the proof.
Note that the faithful property of states of M are also an invariant for translation dynamics and thus two infinite translation invariant product states with equal entropy need not give isomorphic dynamics. This observation is a contrast to classical situation where D e = C(Ω Z ) are isomorphic as a topological space for all values of d ≥ 2, where Ω = {1, 2, .., d}. In contrast Proof. We fix a translation invariant state ω of M and consider the state ω e = ωE e ω0 on M, where E e ω0 is the norm one projection from M onto D e preserving the unique normalised trace ω 0 of M. For any finite subset Λ of Z, the restriction of E e ω0 to M Λ is also a norm one projection with respect to normalised trace of M Λ and thus we have
We consider the restrictions ω n and ω e n of two states ω and ω e respectively to M Λn , where Λ n = {k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. We need to show only 'if' part of the statement as 'only if' part is obvious since S(ω|M Λn ) = S(ωE e ω0 |M Λn ) for each n ≥ 1 by the remark above.
We also consider C * sub-algebras P 
by monotonicity property of the relative entropy, we get by the translation invariant property of the states ω and ω e that S(ω n , ω e n ) ≥ S(ω n−1 , ω e n−1 ) + S(ω 1 , ω e 1 ) By induction on n ≥ 1, we get
Along the same line of argument, we also get
(by bi-module property) = S(ω n ) − S(ω e n ) for each n ≥ 1 and
) for all k ≥ 1 and the equality s(ω) = h ω (D e , θ) implies that S(ω k , ω e k ) = 0 and so ω k = ω e k for all k ≥ 1. Thus we have ω R = ω e R on M R . Similarly we also have ω = ω e on θ n (M R ) for all n ∈ Z. By taking inductive limit of these two family of states to −∞, we complete the proof. 
where ζ i1,..,in = ζ i1 θ(ζ i2 )..θ n−1 (ζ in ) and ζ = (ζ i ) is the partition of unity with the orthogonal projections
Thus we get the required equalities.
, where E e ω0 is the normalised trace ω 0 preserving norm one projection from M onto D e for some orthonormal basis e = (e i ) of C d . The set C e θ = {ω ∈ M * +,1 : ω = ωE e ω0 } of classical translation invariant states form a compact convex subset of the compact convex set of translation invariant states. We aim now to prove any translation invariant state of M is a classical state modulo an automorphism. 
We consider the partially ordered set (D, ⊆) of abelian C * -sub-algebras D of Mσω with the following property
It is clear that the collection D is non empty and every maximally ordered subset (D α ) has an upper bound given by their union D α . So by Zorn lemma, there exists a maximal element say D ω in D. We will prove in the following that D ω is a maximal abelian C * sub-algebra of M.
Since θ(D ω ) = D ω , in particular, we have
′′ is a commutative von-Neumann algebra, M ′σ ω is also a commutative C * sub-algebra of M. This shows that the commutant of M Proof. By Proposition 5.4 (b), we have ωα = ωαE e ω0 on M for some automorphism α on M. Thus the state ωα is also pure. We claim that its restriction to D e is also pure. If ωα = µω 1 + (1 − µ)ω 2 on D e for some µ ∈ (0, 1), then we have
on M. Thus by the purity of ω,
The state ωα being pure on D e , the measure is supported onto a singleton point in Ω Z , where D e ≡ C(Ω Z ). Furthermore, the state being translation invariant, the support point is fixed by the right shift action θ on Ω Z . Thus ωα = ω ei for some 1
ei is the infinite tensor product state with
= ρ ei and ρ ei is the pure vector state on M d (C) given by the vector e i ∈ C d of norm one.
Corollary 5.6. Any translation invariant pure state of M admits Kolmogorov property.
Proof. Since both pure and Kolmogorov properties are invariant for the translation dynamics, the statement is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.5 as the pure state ω λ admits Kolmogorov property.
Theorem 5.7. Mean entropy s(ω) is an invariant for the dynamics (M, θ, ω) and is equal to h CS (M, θ, ω).
Proof. We assume for the time being the state ω is faithful. We will show h CS (M, θ, ω) ≥ s(ω). We verify now the following steps:
and ζ 0 is a commutative algebra generated by a finite family of projections in π ω (α(D e ))
′′ that gives a strong generator [Pa] for the
′′ . Though one such trivial choice is given by ζ 0 = α(D e 1 ), but elements in such a partition need not be in M loc . Our aim is to make sure a clever choice for ζ 0 such that ζ 0 ⊂ M loc .
To that end, we set the following commutative von-Neumann algebras
′′ for subsets Λ of Z.
We recall by our construction in Proposition 5.3, D ω = α(D e ) and so the modular group of ω acts trivially on π ω (α(D e )) ′′ and so it also trivially on C Λ . Thus there exists a conditional expectation
′′ is weak * dense in π ω (M) ′′ , for any given element a ∈ π ω (M), there exists a net a Λ ∈ π ω (M Λ ) such that a Λ → a in weak * topology as Λ ↑ Z. Thus by the normality of the conditional expectation,
In particular, this shows that for each n ∈ Z, C (∞,n] is a non trivial commutative von-Neumann sub-algebra of π ω (α(D e )) ′′ and
By the same argument, we also have m≥1 C (−m,0] is weak * dense in C (−∞,0] . 0] is the norm closer of the family of increasing finite dimensional C * subalgebras (Q (−m,0] : m ≥ 1} in M. That Q 0 is also commutative follows by faithful property of the representation π ω ( since M is simple).
Lemma 5.8. There exists a unique commutative C * sub-algbera 0] satisfying the following relations:
We set now Q = ∨ n∈Z θ n (Q 0 ) for the following statements:
Proof.
. Thus an element x ∈ n∈Z θ n (Q 0 ) commutes with all elements in M [n+1,∞) for all n ∈ Z and so x commutes with all elements in M. This shows x is a scaler multiple of identity of M and so (ii) is true.
Since Q is the norm closure of the increasing abelian C * -subalgebras θ n (Q 0 ) of M, Q is also abelian. For the second statement in (iii), we recall that
′′ . Now we use the obvious relation π ω (Q) π ω ( n∈Z θ n (Q 0 )) ′′ to complete proof of (iii).
(iv) is obvious from (iii) by a standard result in ergodic theory [Pa] 
For the inequality in (v), let x ∈ Q. Then π ω (x) commutes with all the elements in π ω (Q)
′′ and so also with all the elements in π ω (α(D e )) in particular. Now by the faithful property of the representation π ω of the simple C * -algebra M, x commutes with all the elements of α(D e ). Thus by the maximal abelian property of α(D e ) in M, x ∈ α(D e ).
Lemma 5.9. Let P 0 be a maximal abelian C * sub-algebra of M (−∞,0] that contains Q 0 and P n = θ n (P 0 ) for all n ∈ Z. We define commutative C * -algebra P to be the norm closure of n∈Z P n . Then the following hold: (i) P n is also a maximal abelian C * -sub-algebra of M (−∞,n] that contains Q n for each n ∈ Z.
(ii) P is a maximal abelian C * sub-algebra of M and θ(P) = P. n] for all n ∈ Z, the statement (i) is obvious. It is also obvious that θ(P) = P and P is a commutative C * -subalgebra of M.
For any element x ∈ P ′ and y ∈ M (−∞,n] , we have E (−∞,n] (x)y = E (−∞,n] (xy) = E (−∞,n] (yx) = yE (−∞,n] (x) and thus E (−∞,n] (x) ∈ P n for all n ∈ Z. Since ||x − E (−∞,n] (x)|| → 0 as n → ∞, we get x ∈ P. This shows that P ′ = P i.e. P is maximal abelian in M. This completes the proof of (ii).
We claim that M (−∞,0] is the minimal factor that contains P 0 . Let M 0 be a minimal factor that contains P 0 . Since
, we get x ∈ P 0 . But P 0 ⊂ M 0 and M 0 is a factor. This shows x ∈ M 0 and so x is a scaler multiple of identity element of M. We can evoke the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.5 to show that M 0 = M (−∞,0] and P = D e ′ for an orthonormal basis e ′ = (e
For any element x ∈ P, since x ∈ Q ′ , we get
by the faithful property of the representation π ω . This shows that π ω (P)
Now we deal with a translation invariant state ω of M which need not be faithful. We will use a limiting argument that we have used in Proposition 5.4. For λ ∈ (0, 1), we set faithful states ω λ defined by
where we recall ω 0 is the unique normalised trace on M.
The state ω λ being the σ ω λ -KMS state on M, the centralizer C ω λ = {x ∈ M : ω λ (xy) = ω λ (yx), ∀y ∈ M} is equal to M σ ω λ . So by the tracial property of ω 0 , M σ ω λ is independent of λ ∈ (0, 1). We define by
. Note that this modified definition is consistent with definition for a faithful ω.
Since we still have no proof for affine property of the map ω → h CS (M, θ, ω), we will use a direct argument. By Proposition 5.4, there exists an automorphism α on M commuting with θ on M satisfying ω λ α = ω λ αE e ω0
Since ω 0 E e ω0 = ω 0 and ω 0 α = ω 0 , we conclude that ωα = ωαE e ω0 . Now we apply Proposition 5.3 (f) to complete the proof by adapting the argument used for faithful state ω by replacing the role E ω by αE ω0 , which is norm one projection from π ω (M) Proof. For the 'only if' part, we use the uniqueness of the modular automorphism satisfying KMS condition associated with a faithful state to prove the following equality ασ We claim that ω ′ = ωα. For the equality we check the following steps:
= ωαE e ω0
= ωE e ω0 α = ωα, where we have used the property that αE e ω0 α −1 = E e ω0 since both sides are norm one projections from M onto D e preserving the normalised trace ω 0 .
As a consequence of Proposition 5.4, we have some additional results listed in the following theorem. for all x, y ∈ (D ω ) loc as n → −∞.
Proof. Since properties under our consideration are invariant for translation dynamics, we assume without loss of generality that D ω = D e and ω = ωE e ω0 by Proposition 5.4.
We fix any x, y, z ∈ M loc . Then x, z ∈ M (−∞,m] and there exists an n 0 ∈ Z such that θ n (y) ∈ M (m,∞) for all n ≥ n 0 . For such n ≥ n 0 , we have ω(xθ n (y)z) = ω(E e ω0 (xθ n (y)z)) = ω(E e ω0 (xz)E e ω0 (θ n (y))) = ω(E e ω0 (xz)θ n (E e ω0 (y))) This shows that ergodicity, weak weakly mixing, strongly mixing of (D ω , θ, ω) implies ergodicity, weak weakly mixing, strongly mixing of (M, θ, ω) respectively. Along the same line of argument, the asymptotic behaviour given in (27) also says that the state ω of M is a factor by Theorem 2.5 in [Pow] . That (29) holds by (28) for all x, y ∈ M loc follow along the same line of argument.
Let ω be pure and its restriction to D e , ω c = µω 1 + (1 − µ)ω 2 for some µ ∈ (0, 1) and states ω 1 , ω 2 of D e . Then we have ω = ωE e ω0 = µω 1 E e ω0 + (1 − µ)ω 2 E e ω0 . By pure property of ω, we have ω = ω 1 E e ω0 and ω = ω 2 E e ω0 . Thus ω = ω 1 = ω 2 on D e . Conversely, let ω be pure on D e . Since pure ω is translation invariant, it has support at a singleton point and the point is fixed by the translation action. Thus we get ω = ω ei on D e for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d, where ω ei = ⊗ n∈Z ρ (n) ei and ρ Proof. The first statement (a) is obvious now by Theorem 5.3 since h CS (M, θ, ω) = 0 for a pure state ω.
We assume without lose of generality that the state ω on M satisfies ω = ωE Remark 5.13. There are translation invariant non pure state ω c on D e for which h KS (D e , θ, ω c ) = 0. For such a state ω c , ω = ω c E e ω0 is a translation invariant non pure state of M with s(ω) = 0. This shows that the zero mean entropy, i.e. s(ω) = 0 in general, does not imply ω is pure. It is simple to prove Kolmogorov property for (D ω , θ, ω) when (M, θ, ω) is Kolmogorov. Though, the converse statement is likely to be true, at present we do not have a proof for the converse statement. In case, the converse statement is true, we can lift Ornstein's counter example [Or2] for a non isomorphic translation dynamics to Bernoulli shift to prove that positive Connes-Størmer dynamical entropy is also not a complete invariant for translation invariant factor states of M.
Remark 5.14. For two translation invariant state ω 1 and ω 2 on M, (M, θ, ω 1 ) and (M, θ, ω 2 ) are isomorphic if and only if (π ω1 (M) ′′ , Θ 1 , φ ζω 1 ) and (π ω1 (M) ′′ , Θ 1 , φ ζω 1 ) are isomorphic. A simple proof uses the fact that the C * -algebra M being a U HF [Pow] , an given automorphism α : π ω1 (M) → π ω2 (M)
′′ determines a unique automorphism α 0 : M → M such that α(π ω1 (x)) = π ω2 (α 0 (x)) for all x ∈ M. Thus unlike isomorphism problem in classical chain, quantum chain problem give raises no additional mathematical obstructions while we deal with isomorphism problem in the associated * -or von-Neumann dynamical systems.
